IPODIA: THE GLOBAL CLASSROOM
IPODIA: THE GLOBAL CLASSROOM

• Class jointly offered synchronously to students of multiple universities worldwide.
• One instructor. Flipped classroom model. Project based.
• Class taken for credit in each university.
• Tuition and fees as normally apply to each university.
• Possible physical meeting of all students at end of semester.

Multiple Purposes
1. Global Context
2. Peer Learning
3. Diversity
4. Educational Diplomacy

(www.ipodia.usc.edu and www.ipodialliance.org)
We will require every Viterbi UG to have at least one iPodia experience.
IPODIA WITH NON-RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS

CONNECTING OUR STUDENTS WITH NON-RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS TO HELP INCREASE THE PIPELINE TO GRADUATE SCHOOL AND FACULTY

Currently exploring with Jackson State